Westport is the largest Qualified Vehicle Modifier partner in Ford’s QVM program, providing original equipment manufacturer (OEM)-quality engineering and design. Our compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling system offers equivalent fuel economy, fuel capacity, and mileage compared to the gasoline-powered E-450 cutaway / stripped chassis.

**HIGHER STANDARDS**

All Westport powered Ford vehicles are assembled at Westport Dallas, an ISO 9001 certified facility.

- **SAFETY:** Westport WiNG™ Power System vehicles undergo the same safety testing required for Ford OEM trucks.
- **WARRANTY:** Under Ford’s QVM program, the Ford warranty remains intact.
- **DEALERS:** Order and take delivery of your Westport WiNG™ Ford vehicle though your local Westport authorized Ford Dealer/Distributor.
- **SERVICE:** Westport has hundreds of service locations across North America with technicians fully trained on Westport WiNG™ Power System maintenance.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **ENGINE:** 6.8L V10 with gaseous prep manifold, hardened valves and seats
- **CAPACITY:** 30 gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) standard—extended range options available on request
- **CERTIFICATIONS:** EPA and CARB

**TANK CONFIGURATION**

**DEDICATED**

FORD E-450 DEDICATED CUTAWAY / STRIPPED CHASSIS

Delivers reliability, performance, and fuel savings.